Evaluation of Seasonal Characteristics of Land Surface Temperature with NDVI and Population Density
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Abstract

Vegetation cover and population density and its variability characteristics in National Capital Region, NCR, India have major effects on thermal environments, mainly on land surface temperature (LST). There are very few meteorological stations to record the surface temperature in earlier periods, and they may not be the true representation for NCR region. In such cases, LST derived from thermal satellite data is useful to study the LST variability across the NCR region, an important parameter for urban micro-climate. Satellite images from Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) used to obtain Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) and LST map to determine the impact of those parameters on LST variability. Higher NDVI reveals the lower LST and vice versa. The high LST-NDVI negative correlation was observed during monsoon season. Statistical analysis of nighttime LST with population density shows that population growth tends to lead to urban LST rise or Urban Heat Island (UHI) strength, as well as effects NCR micro-climate. The high population density is one of the key contributing factors for NCR’s high surface temperature, UHI intensity and also micro-climate. The study shows that the seasonal distribution of LST needs to be overcome with the high vegetation cover and some other appropriate mitigation measures. One way of mitigating such seasonal peripheral thermal effects could be to adopt better cropping practices in order to minimize the agricultural fallow period and promoting green roofing concepts in urban areas and using porous concrete for construction which might help to mitigate impacts of high LST in urban areas of NCR. The results of these studies may be useful in assessing and resolving the microclimate problem and in reducing the impact of UHI and also provide supporting data for NCR’s urban planning and environmental research.
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Introduction

Urban environmental studies are becoming an important research area in today’s globalization and industrialization world. Land surface temperature (LST) is an important parameter in urban climate [1, 2]. Satellite data is used to determine thermal characteristics of urban land surfaces by mapping and evaluating surface temperatures from thermal infrared images [3-5]. In urban development (population pressure), removing and replacing natural land-cover class with common urban materials viz. asphalt, concrete, stone, brick and metal has major environmental effects, such as reduced evapotranspiration, facilitating faster runoff, heat transfer and storage problems and deterioration of air and water quality. The effect of transition may have significant impacts on micro-climate and local environment [6]. Significant variability in urban temperature is explained as a framework of population growth [7]. The above-mentioned comprehensive impacts of land use, water and vegetation have climatic and meteorological effects on the urban environment on different scales, and these indicators are linked to population growth. With rising urban size and/or growth, the severity of micro-climate change (as increases in urban heat island (UHI) rates) continues to increase, and as cities grow, they are gradually contributing to climate change beyond the local level [6].

Natural and agricultural landscapes are increasingly transformed into urban and suburban occupations than urban population growth in the core urban areas. Cities do not grow in an isodiametric way; on the contrary, they spread in spider-like systems along the radial routes that encompass the satellite hamlets and also spread to their natural lands. This anthropogenic pattern and process has led to changes in the environment, hydrology, soil, species composition and population patterns, and these urban environments are very different from natural ecosystems.

Over the last several decades, the enormous rate and scale of urbanization of the NCR has placed considerable stress on the city’s natural resources and confronted its adverse effects [8]. Over the past 50 years, the rate of environmental degradation has risen much higher than the rate of urbanization. This includes loss of green cover, loss of biodiversity and aesthetics; increased air, surface and groundwater pollution; loss of water bodies, depletion of water table, high disease and mortality.

For the study of ecological dynamism of the NCR sub-region, the complexity of the sprawling urban landscape and its environmental effects in the NCR, urban landscape ecology was considered a wise viewpoint. Landscape ecology in urban areas may be the first attempt to investigate how human action by converting spatial patterns can affect surface flows in urban environments, such as thermal conditions. The patterns of spatial structure and land use directly affect the flow of urban energy through redistribution of solar radiation. In addition, the level of greenhouse gasses (GHGs) in the urban environment is not only controlled by the location of land, pollutant sources, but also by the trend of artificial micro-zone heat generation. In addition, land use patterns directly and indirectly affect local sinks with water bodies and green areas that mitigate the impact of the urban thermal environment and absorb pollution.

With rising concretization and related changes in land use/land cover (LU/LC) in urban areas, patterns of surface temperature have transformed that evolve divergent micro-climates in towns and cities [9,10]. Industries, motor vehicles, air conditioning and other activities in the urban lifestyle add extra heat to nearby areas [11]. As a result, high-temperature islands are being formed in some parts of urban areas called urban heat island (UHI), while relatively cool suburbs are being felt. Worldwide, there is exponential urban growth, about 30 % of the world’s population lives in urban areas in 1950, and 66% of the population is projected to live in urban areas by 2050. According to India’s 2011 census, 833 million (68.84%) of 1.21 billion Indians live in rural areas, while 377 million (31.16%) live in urban areas. In India, urbanization rose from 27.81% in 2001 to 31.16% in 2011. Moreover, 42.6 percent of urban population live in India’s 53 metropolitan cities. India’s four largest cities i.e. Mumbai, Kolkata, Delhi and Chennai together make up 15.4% of India’s urban population. In NCR (sub-region Haryana, UP, Rajasthan and NCT-Delhi) about 7.6% and 2.11% of urban and rural population, respectively, of the total Indian population. Approximately 4.4% of India’s urban population lives in Delhi alone. NCR’s urban population rose from 50.2% in 1991 to 62.5% in 2011, while NCR’s rural population declined by share percentage from 49.8% in 1991 to 37.5% in 2011.

Urban population data show increasing trends in urban population. Therefore, to accommodate these people in urban settings, the community needs more buildings and other related activities from instructional, commercial and recreational purposes etc. This leads to an increase in the area under construction and, as a result, the LST is assured of an increase which is an indicator of the thermal environment in urban areas. The LST of an urban area is affected by many factors such as season, daytime, terrain, precipitation, wind, local climate, geographic area, landscape, materials and morphology [11,12]. The LST has an implied but significant impact on air temperatures, especially the closest canopy layer to the surface [3]. The vegetated areas act as the lungs of the city and help to control low temperatures [13].

The LST also varies over different LU/LC with the changing seasons [14, 15]. The magnitude of the surface temperature varies with seasons due to changes in sun intensity, landscape features and atmospheric conditions. The earth’s surface temperature is usually higher in summer than in winter due to this variability.
Several studies have been conducted on the seasonal analysis of urban thermal environments e.g. Pandey et al. [16] tested UHI in summer for day and night conditions in Delhi. Li et al. [17] examined Shanghai’s seasonal UHI shifts. Mallick et al. [18] evaluated the temporal and spatial variations in LST strongly associated with impervious surface area to study the effects of urbanization on NCT-Delhi spring season. Weng and Yang [19] investigated the potentially negative thermal effects of urban growth during summer and winter seasons in Guangzhou, China. But there is a lack of studies in India to understand seasonal variation of environmental conditions, particularly regional thermal environment.

LST and NDVI are crucial to understanding the dynamics between ecosystem processes and the changing seasons in an environmentally sensitive area. Study on the correlation with LST and NDVI [20] illustrates the factors that trigger environmental degradation, major changes in the land-based environment’s carbon cycle, and demonstrates the factors that regulate land’s response to climate variability” [21]. Throughout the past two decades, multiple studies have attempted to establish the relationship between NDVI and LST in different regions and ecosystems [8, 22-25]. Nevertheless, vegetation response mechanisms are still unclear [26]. Many of these studies refer directly to NDVI and LST as variables or investigated their spatial variability mostly during growing season [27]. Nevertheless, there have been no NCR region studies based NDVI with LST on different seasons. Therefore, studying vegetation changes and the relationship between NDVI and LST in NCR region is essential.

Oke [28] developed a regression model for North American and European cities that demonstrated that 97% of UHI intensity variation is because of a single predictor variable-population size. A population-based study related to changes in urban temperature (USA) identified a local rise of about 1ºC per 0.1 million people due to urbanization [29]. Analyzed the effects of urbanization on climate change using urban and rural population and meteorological data [29] and LST measurements using data from night-light satellite [30]. The climate is affected by changes in LU/LC and anthropogenic factors in and around cities and other built-up areas [28, 31, 32].

With this background of the real issue and the lack of research into interseasonal variations in the thermal environment, in particular in NCR, India, this study is of utmost importance as it relies on understanding the temporal relationship between land surface temperature mechanics for LU/LC and vegetation cover (NDVI)” in the National Capital Region (NCR) over the five seasons. Second, analyze the relationship between NDVI with population density and LST with population density. To assess and resolve the micro-climate problem and also to mitigate the effect of thermal environment on the NCR population.

Study Area

Geographically the NCR extends between 26°43’17.118” to 29°27’35.353” North latitude and 78°28’13.306” to 75°28’52.402”E longitude and the altitude varies between 155 and 755 meters, with the mean of 240 meters, it covers an area of 46,208 km² (as per 2013 amendment and area of study of this research) and is situated in the northern part of India. NCR’s physiography is distinguished by the presence of the Ganges river on the eastern border, the Yamuna river from north to south creating the boundary between the states of Haryana and UP, and the dunes and barren low hills of Mount Aravali and its rocky outcrops situated west. The rolling plains were dominated by rain-fed streams in the, whereas south-west, the rugged flat-topped & “precipitous hills of the Aravalli range enclose the fertile valley and high plateaus”. The rest of the NCR is plain and gentle slopes from northeast to south and southwest. India has a population of 1210 million according to the 2011 Census, with an urban population of 377 million. Urbanization in India rose from 27.81% in 2001 to 31.20% in 2011. In NCR (sub-region Haryana, UP, Rajasthan and NCT-Delhi) comprises about 7.6% and 2.11% of urban population and rural population of total India’s population respectively. Approximately 4.4 % of the urban population of India lives in NCT Delhi alone. In 2011, the NCT-Delhi accounted for the largest proportion of population (36.4%), after that UP sub-region (31.6%) and Haryana sub-region (24.0%). The Rajasthan sub-region represents the lowest rate of 8.0%. The total population of NCR in 2011, had 46.05 million. Since 1981, the percentage of the population (ratio) in the sub-regions of Rajasthan and Haryana has been fairly stable; however, NCT-Delhi has increased from 31.4% in 1981 to 36.4% in 2011, “while in U.P sub-region it reduces from 35% to 31.6% during the same period.

Data and Method Used

Descriptions of data sets from various sources used in this study are given as, (a) MODIS NDVI, spatial resolution of 250 m, 16-day composite raster data L3 product (MOD13Q1) was obtained from NASA Earth Observation System (EOS) data gateway for January 2011 to December 2011 and January 2017 to December 2017, (b) MODIS LST level-3 data (MOD11A2 L3) with 1000 m spatial resolution available in every eight days were downloaded from the NASA Earth Observation System (EOS) data gateway from for January 2011 to December 2011 (night-time) and January 2017 to December 2017, (c) Field visit and Google Earth data were used in the study area to analyze, validate and monitor land use.

The descriptions of the methodological approach for evaluating the different data sets are addressed below.
Base Layers Creation

Base maps such as the sub-regions of the NCR, India, district boundaries, roads, water bodies etc. were created from SOI toposheet at a scale of 1:50000. In this study, NCR region divide up the year into five seasons: winter, spring, summer, monsoon, and autumn. Each season lasts 2-3 months with summer being the warmest season, winter being the coldest, monsoon being the rainy, and spring and autumn lying in between of winter and summer. Winter season (Dec. and January), spring season (Feb. and March), summer season (April, May, June), monsoon season (July, Aug. and Sept.) and autumn season (Oct. and Nov.)

Georeferencing of MODIS NDVI Data

MODIS NDVI data have been projected onto UTM WGS84 and resampled to a 250 m, followed by layer stacking and region of interest (ROI) subsetting.

Georeferencing of MODIS LST Data

MODIS LST data were projected to UTM WGS84, followed by clipping the study area. These 1000 m MODIS data were resampled to a 250 m grid using the nearest neighborhood technique, in compliance with the MODIS NDVI bands. There is a scale factor of 0.0001 or 1/10000. It demonstrates that to achieve the real data value a value of 10,000 in the raster will be multiplied by 0.0001.

LST Computing Using MODIS LST Bands

MODIS Land Temperature/Land Surface Emissivity (LST/LSE) data were multiplied by a 0.02 or 2/100 scale factor. This implies multiplying an LST value in the raster by 0.02 to obtain the real data value.

Seasonal NDVI Estimation

Daily images were consisted semi-monthly (two per month, on the first day of the month to the fifteenth and from the sixteenth to the end of each month) using the maximum recorded value NDVI. Rather than the mean semi-monthly periods, maximum NDVI values have been used to ensure that any residual cloud coverage would have the minimal effect on our results.

LULC Map

The LULC map was produced using LANDSAT-8 and resampled to a 250 m using the nearest neighborhood technique, in accordance with MODIS NDVI bands. The six LULC categories were based on the 1996 NRSC classification scheme for agricultural, built-up, water bodies, scrubland, bare soil/exposed rocks and vegetation. In April to May 2017 (cloud-free date), comprehensive field survey was conducted to collect land cover information. Sample locations were recorded using a handheld global positioning system (GPS) with accuracy below 5 m.

A Seasonal Pattern/Trend Analysis

The statistics of surface temperature and NDVI by LU/LC types were obtained by overlaying LU/LC map with LST, and NDVI. In order to evaluate their distribution in different seasons (autumn, summer, monsoon, spring and winter), NDVI and LST data were analyzed.

Statistical Analysis

Statistical analysis is performed to evaluate the seasonal relationship between NDVI, LST and LULC data.

Population Density

Population density data of 2011 calculated from Census of India and population density of tahsil wise (sub-districts-wise) data was analyzed using GIS platform.

Results

Season-wise Analysis of Relationship between Day Time LST and NDVI

Literature has widely documented LST-NDVI relationship [3, 5, 33]. The “correlation coefficients” of each LULC type were determined from NDVI and LST using MS Excel and SPSS statistical tools. Five seasons of NDVI and LST for 2017 (winter, spring, summer, monsoon and autumn) were under evaluation for this study. In this section, an attempt was made to draw seasonal relationships between LST knowledge and NDVI to evaluate this relationship, the selected surface temperatures and NDVI values were obtained in the same year using the statistical tool from ENVI with ROI masks of covering all type of land use/land cover class. Random sampling was used for the analysis of LST and NDVI. The pixels (covering all the feature classes) were selected for linear regression analysis, as the spatial resolution of “MODIS data” is low and therefore it is difficult to select representative pure pixels, the classes selected for different classes based on <40% recognize pure pixels. Fig. 1 shows scatter plot between the LST-NDVI for all five seasons.

It is noticed that monsoon season reveals higher relationship between LST-NDVI. During Monsoon season, the NDVI value ranges from 0.009 to 0.899 with an average of 0.575 and LST value ranges 19.41ºC to 42.08ºC with a mean value of 33.35ºC. It is seen that LST has negative (-0.55) correlation with NDVI.
In Monsoon season, the strength of the correlation is higher than in other four seasons. Due to heavy rainfall, growth of vegetation increases during monsoon season, and therefore NDVI values are high. Table 1 shows the LST-NDVI correlation for NCR (pixel by pixel). There are few exceptions to the negative association between LST and NDVI (vegetation density). This means where NDVI is high, the land surface temperature is low and vice versa.

### Table 1. Season-wise correlation between LST and NDVI (2017).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Seasons</th>
<th>LST</th>
<th>NDVI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Winter Seasons</td>
<td>LST 1.000</td>
<td>NDVI -0.0007*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spring Seasons</td>
<td>LST 1.000</td>
<td>NDVI +0.0387*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monsoon Seasons</td>
<td>LST 1.000</td>
<td>NDVI -0.5503*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summer Seasons</td>
<td>LST 1.000</td>
<td>NDVI -0.4037*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autumn Seasons</td>
<td>LST 1.000</td>
<td>NDVI -0.3988*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Correlation is significant at 0.05 level of significance (1-tailed)

Fig. 1. Scatter plot between the LST-NDVI for all five seasons during 2017.

The vegetation cover is considered a key indicator of land status. The Normalized Difference vegetation index is the most commonly used index of vegetation. The NDVI is calculated based on the remotely sensed reflection over their sum of visible (red) and near-infrared vegetation surfaces and provides information on photosynthetically active vegetation’s density, condition and health [34]. A divergence from the standard indicates either land degradation or improvement, accounting for climate, land use, terrain, soils, and NDVI has increasingly been used to evaluate a variety of ecosystem services.

Urban area observation (e.g. spatial distribution development) may provide the ability to identify false alarms within NDVI maps that occur as a result of land use and change. It is possible to identify and take action to mitigate agricultural land or land generally transferred to urban areas. The NCR-Map of urban areas, extracted from MODIS data, defines urban areas as places populated by built environments, including non-vegetated and human-built elements, as all human-made constructions. Socio-economic data [35] has been developed on the GIS platform, which provides information on rural and urban areas as well as on the spatial distribution of human populations within a common geo-referenced satellite-based framework.

In the present study, the five classes of population density used to analyze the population’s role as...
a factor in land degradation (via NDVI): very low, low, medium, high, and very high. The NDVI value derived from MODIS NDVI 16-day composite grid data L3 product with 250 m spatial resolution. Daily images were composed in semi-monthly periods (two per month, from the first day of the month to the fifteenth and from the sixteenth to the end of the month) using the maximum NDVI recorded. Instead of the average semi-monthly periods, maximum NDVI values were used to ensure the minimum effect on our data of any remaining cloud coverage. Whereas seasonal NDVI was obtained using average NDVI for a specific seasonal period (autumn, summer, monsoon, spring and winter). The relationship between the NDVI, and population density district-wise was analyzed using statistical methods (SPSS software).

**Relationship between Population Density and NDVI in Winter Season in NCR**

Fig. 2a) shows the spatial distribution of NDVI with population density during winter season of 2011. The spatial pattern of NDVI examined in relation to the general pattern of population density using NDVI maps. The month of December and January is the coldest month of the year and in these months the highest and lowest NDVI values were -0.154 and 0.821 with the mean of 0.491. The lowest NDVI values were observed in the central parts of the study area, which are mainly covered by urban and rural built-up areas. The highest NDVI values were notified in the study area north, west and south-east due to the cultivation of “Ravi” agricultural crops in these areas. It is seen that with the increase in population, there is an increase in population density. In order to house this increases population, there is a need for houses and also there are additional commercial centers. All these activities lead to the physical expansion of city meaning thereby altering the natural surface. Eastern and central part of NCR has higher constructed area and also high population density. The highest population density showed the lowest proportion of NDVI values. This leads to effects of the environmental conditions of areas.

Fig. 3a) shows a negative correlation between population density and mean NDVI of tehsil-wise over the NCR region. This means that the mean NDVI is low wherever population density is high and vice versa. This is due to the physical expansion of cities meaning thereby altering the natural surface and land conversion from agricultural to built-up area is responsible for the declining NDVI. The high negative correlation between NDVI and population density district-wise was observed in the winter season where R² = (-) 0.575. This is contrary to a positive correlation found by Bai et al. [36] over Sub-Saharan Africa between NDVI and population density. In Sub-Saharan Africa, the most fertile areas, such as mountain slopes, population density is highest [37]. The mean NDVI is low wherever population density is high suggests the role of urbanization could play an important role in land degradation and affect the ecosystems.

**Relationship between Population Density and NDVI in Spring Season in NCR**

Fig. 2b) shows the spatial distribution of NDVI with population density during the spring season of 2011. In the entire study area, overall high NDVI were recorded in the spring season compared to winters. However, except for the ridge forest areas (Aravali ranges), the NDVI value pattern is similar to the winter season. During, spring season the highest and lowest NDVI values were 0.859 and -0.021 with the mean of 0.521. In the central and south-western parts of NCR, which are dominated by built-up and bare soil/exposed rocks, lower NDVI values are recorded. There is a moderate NDVI value found in the Delhi-NCT surroundings, which corresponds to the fallow land.

The tehsil wise population density is shown in graduated symbol using symbol size to show the relative values. Very high population density (20001-45,384 persons/sq.km) mostly found over the NCT-Delhi area due to job opportunities and residence shifts. Whereas, the low density (353-700 persons/sq.km) could be observed over the district of Haryana and Rajasthan Sub-region NCR areas. Fig. 3b) shows a negative correlation between population density and tehsil-wise mean NDVI over the NCR region. During the spring season, the high negative correlation between NDVI and population density was observed where R² = -.507.

**Relationship between Population Density and NDVI in Summer Season in NCR**

The seasonal spatial distribution of NDVI shows that the lowest mean NDVI values (0.261) were recorded in summer season i.e. April, May, June. Some of the limiting factors for low NDVI value are climatic factors such as precipitation, solar radiation and land without crops. Fig. 2c) shows the lower NDVI values was observed in the maximum areas of NCR except in the Ganga-Yamuna river basin areas (eastern and north-eastern part of NCR) and patched with ridge forest area that observed in Delhi-NCT, southern NCR near Alwar. Water shortages, agricultural crops and high thermal intensity are responsible for the lower NDVI values throughout the NCR during the summer. Fig. 3c) shows a negative correlation between population density and tehsil-wise mean NDVI over the NCR region. During the summer season, the very low negative correlation between NDVI and population density was observed where R² = (-) 0.016. The climatic factors such as precipitation, solar radiation and land without crops are some of the limiting factors for the low negative correlation.
Fig. 2. Season wise-spatial distribution of NDVI with population density of 2011.
Relationship between Population Density and NDVI in Monsoon Season in NCR

Rainfall, higher temperatures and high humidity dominate in the monsoon season (July, August and September) and that’s why this season’s highest NDVI value is recorded. In the monsoon season, the highest and lowest NDVI values are 0.903 and 0.010 with the mean of 0.512 (Fig. 2d). Low NDVI values, however, are limited spatially to areas where population density is high throughout the cities (Delhi, Ghaziabad, Gurgaon, Meerut, Rewari, etc.). Because built-up areas are concrete and asphalt-dominated surfaces that do not maintain long-term humidity, the NDVI value has been minimized. During monsoon, when most of the city has plenty of moisture, the impermeable areas are still largely free of moisture and such surfaces appear as low NDVI areas. Temperatures drop sharply during the monsoon and post-monsoon seasons and the pattern of NDVI distribution changes significantly. Higher NDVI records the Aravali ridge forests (i.e. near Delhi, near Alwar) and other forest patches. The vegetated and agricultural cropland (Kharif crops) that dominates the eastern, north and surrounding the urban peripheries show high NDVI values. The district-wise population density is shown in graduated symbol using symbol size to show the relative values. The very low population density (353-700 persons/sq.km) mostly found over the district of Haryana and Rajasthan Sub-region NCR areas. In this season, these areas such as the eastern, north and surrounding the urban peripheries area covered by vegetated and agricultural cropland (Kharif crops). Fig. 3d) shows a negative correlation (-0.499) between population density and mean NDVI of tehsil-wise over the NCR region. Wherever the population density is low, the mean NDVI is high and vice versa.
This is due to heavy rainfall, growth of vegetation increases during the monsoon season.

**Relationship between Population Density and NDVI in Autumn Season in NCR**

NDVI's seasonal spatial distribution suggests that in the autumn season after summer season the lowest mean NDVI values (0.362) were recorded (Fig. 2e). This is because when autumn arrives, the photosynthesis stops, the leaves lose chlorophyll, change color and eventually fall. In the central, north-western parts of the study area, which are mainly covered by built-up land, fallow land and bare soil, the lower NDVI values were observed. NCR's east and north-east part i.e. The Ganga-Yamuna basin areas and the rocky ridge of the Aravali hills in Delhi-NCT and the southern NCR region (near Alwar) show the highest NDVI values with a linear stretch from south to northeast. Fig. 3e) shows a moderate negative correlation (-.326) between population density and mean NDVI of district-wise over the NCR region.

The overall annual mean NDVI value is ranging between 0.719 and 0.030 with the mean of 0.463 (Fig. 2f). This shows a moderate negative correlation (-0.634) to the population density and mean NDVI of tehsil-wise over the NCR region.

**Season-wise Relationship between LST and Population Density in NCR**

Another very significant relationship drawn between season-wise night time surface temperature of 2011 and population density census year 2011 (Fig. 4). Night-time Surface temperature of NCR in 2011 derived from MODIS LST level-3 data (MOD11A2 L3) with 1 km spatial resolution accessible every eight days. MODIS LST data were multiplied by a scale factor of 0.02 or 2/100. This means that an LST value in the raster should be multiplied by 0.02 to reach the actual data value. Daily images were composed for the periods of four weeks (i.e. four images per month, from the 1st day, 9th, 17th and 25th of the month) using the maximum temperature recorded during the period. Instead of the average of four weeks, maximum LST values were used to ensure the minimum effect of cloud coverage on our data. Whereas seasonal land surface temperature was obtained using average temperature for a specific seasonal period (viz. “autumn = October and November; winter = December and January; spring = February and March; summer = April, May, June and monsoon = July, August and September”). Using statistical methods (SPSS software), the relationship between season-wise Nightime LST and population density of tehsil wise (sub-districts-wise) data was analyzed. The 2011 population density data obtained from the census of India was represented by proportional symbols and was categorized into five classes from very high to very low, since population density is one of the key factors for increasing the surface temperature of the area.

**Relationship between LST and Population Density in Winter Season in NCR**

The seasonal spatial distribution of surface temperature shows that the lowest surface temperature was recorded in winter season i.e. December and January, the coldest month of the year. In winters (December-January), LST ranges between 7.11°C and 16.17°C with a mean of 11.02°C. The distribution of lowest temperature could be observed in the eastern and northern parts of the study area, mainly covered by agricultural land (under the Rabi crop), sparse and dense vegetation, and rural development. Because of the low thermal capacity of barren land and wasteland/barren soil, it cools faster than other features of LULC. It is, therefore, cooler than other LULC during the night when compared to other LULC. The urban land which is mainly in the central eastern part of cities shows higher temperature conditions. The built-up rural land is similar to the built-up urban land but having lower land surface temperature compared to the big urban area may be due to the densely built-up land in the areas (Fig. 4a). The rocky ridge of Aravali hills in southern NCR with linear stretch from south to north and east directions with some forest patches also shows the high surface temperature. The analysis of the spatial distribution of night-time surface temperature within the urban areas indicates that built-up having higher surface temperature compare to other LULC classes. Such built-up areas are primarily due to increased economic activity and the rapid growth of suburban communities in order to provide accommodation for the increasing population. This raises the population density and, in effect, results in higher surface or urban temperatures in that particular area.

The high densities of population and frequent human activities contribute to the change in surface temperature and that leads to change in thermal environmental conditions of the cities found over the NCR. A relationship between night-time surface temperature during the winter season and population density was drawn (Fig. 5a) the figure shows a high positive co-relationship between these two because the value of logarithmic regression (R²) is 0.554 (Table 2). It means that surface temperature also increases with the increase in population density. It is therefore possible to forecast surface temperatures during the night based on the known population density.

**Relationship between LST and Population Density in Spring Season in NCR**

In all parts of the study area, the overall high temperature was recorded in the spring season compared to winter. The land surface temperature pattern, however, is similar to the winter season. During the spring season, night-time LST ranges between
Fig. 4. Season wise-spatial distribution of Night-time LST with population density of 2011.
11.63°C to 23.33°C with the mean of 16.81°C. The spatial distribution of lower temperature during spring season could be observed in north, northwest and western parts of NCR namely districts of Haryana Sub-region such as Panipat, Sonipat, Rohtak, Bhiwani and in UP sub-region such Baghpat. This is due to the dominance of scrublands, fallow lands, and sparse vegetation. Because of the low thermal capacity of scrublands, barren land and wasteland/barren soil, it cools faster than other LULC features such as built-up and exposed rocky surfaces. Whereas, the built-up urban land (Gurgaon, southeast: south Delhi and airport’s open area of NCT-Delhi) and Aravali range’s rocky surfaces record this season’s highest temperatures (Fig. 4b). A relationship between night-time surface temperature during the spring season and population density was drawn (Fig. 5b) the figure shows a moderate positive correlation between these two because the value of logarithmic regression ($R^2$) is 0.467 (Table 2).

The study shows that during the summer season, the temperature rises sharply and the pattern of spatial temperature distribution changes significantly. During the summer season, night-time LST ranges between 22.82°C to 30.49°C with the mean of 25.66°C. The dominance of scrublands, fallow lands, and sparse vegetation shows the lower surface temperature at night-time and this mostly located in the U.P sub-region NCR’s district. It could be observed in the northern, north-eastern and eastern part of NCR. This is due to the low thermal capacity of features mentioned above; it cools faster than other LULC features i.e. built-up and exposed rocky surfaces. It is important to note that areas with the highest summer temperature in day time experienced the lowest surface temperature at night time. There is also intense heating in the over

![Fig. 5. Scatter plot between the night-time LST-Population density (tehsil-wise) for all five seasons during 2011.](image-url)
The value of logarithmic regression ($R^2$) is 0.551 (Table 2). A relationship between night-time surface temperature and thermal capacity, resulting in high-level cooling. A relationship between night-time surface temperature during monsoon season and population density was drawn (Fig. 5d) the figure shows a high positive co-relationship between these two because the value of logarithmic regression ($R^2$) is 0.567 (Table 2).

**Table 2. Season-wise correlation between Night-time LST and Population Density (Tehsil-wise) (2011).**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Seasons</th>
<th>LST</th>
<th>Population Density</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Winter Seasons</td>
<td>LST</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PopDen</td>
<td>0.554*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spring Seasons</td>
<td>LST</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PopDen</td>
<td>0.467*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monsoon Seasons</td>
<td>LST</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PopDen</td>
<td>0.567*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summer Seasons</td>
<td>LST</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PopDen</td>
<td>0.467*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autumn Seasons</td>
<td>LST</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PopDen</td>
<td>0.706*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annual</td>
<td>LST</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PopDen</td>
<td>0.634*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Correlation is significant at 0.05 level of significance (1-tailed)

Barren land, rocky surfaces and built-up land. The hot spots of build-up land could easily identify in the map (Fig. 4c). The figure shows that the high surface temperature is more in the rocky ridge of Aravali hills in southern NCR with linear stretch from south to north and east directions and central part of the NCT and Urban center in NCRs corresponding to build-up area. NCR sub-region wise analysis shows that the Rajasthan Sub-region's districts having higher LST compared to the other NCR sub-regions this is due to the closeness to the Thar Desert, scarcity of vegetation and also agricultural fallow land. The major cities showing higher temperature as compared to other land cover classes. A relationship between night-time surface temperature during the summer season and population density was drawn (Fig. 5e) the figure shows a high positive co-relationship between these two because the value of logarithmic regression ($R^2$) is 0.551 (Table 2) and it is higher than the spring season.

Relationship between LST and Population Density in Autumn Season in NCR

In every part of the study area, overall high temperature found in the autumn season compared to monsoon season (Fig. 4e). During the autumn season, night-time LST ranges between 15.44°C to 23.23°C with the mean of 17.63°C. However, the pattern of land surface temperature is similar to the summer season, but the temperature compared to the summer season was low. The autumn season’s high surface temperature pattern is similar to that of the summer season, as the centre part of the cities in NCR sub-regions shows high temperatures on the surface. But the autumn season’s high night-time surface temperature areas are relatively smaller than summer. In autumn, central portions bear elevated temperature, with the maximum reaches in NCT-Delhi and urban areas in NCR.

The rocky ridge of Aravali hills in southern NCR also shows the high surface temperature with a linear stretch from south to north and east with some scrubland areas. Analysis of the spatial distribution of night-time surface temperature in urban areas shows that the built-up temperature is higher than in other LULC classes. These dense built-up areas are primarily due to the growth of economic activities and the rapid development of residential societies to provide housing to the growing population. During autumn seasons, the NCT-Delhi and Rajasthan sub-region NCR having higher surface temperature during night-time, whereas, Haryana U.P sub-region and U.P sub-region found the

Rainfall and high air humidity dominate the monsoon season (July, August and September). During monsoon season, night-time LST ranges between 23.22°C to 29.13°C with the mean of 25.71°C. The highest land surface temperature has been observed during the monsoon season as compared to the other seasons. This is despite the fact that there is the highest rainfall in the monsoon season. However, high land surface temperature values are spatially limited to build up areas almost in every city (Delhi, Ghaziabad, Gurgaon, Meerut, Rewari, etc.). This is due to the incoming short wave incident at the rural site is higher during the monsoon (Fig. 4d), perhaps because the urban area is a continuous source of high anthropogenic emissions of aerosols and low urban albedo. This also led to the high thermal capacity that the build-up material releases the heat slowly during the night. Secondly, built-up areas are concrete and asphalt-dominated surfaces that do not maintain long-term moisture.

During monsoons, when there is plenty of moisture on most land surfaces, the impermeable areas are still relatively free of moisture and surfaces e.g. high surface temperature areas with high intensity. The north-eastern, western (western side of Rewari), central and south-western parts of the NCR under the NCR’s districts namely Baghpat, Meerut, Alwar and Mahendragarh, which are predominantly scrubland/fallow land, and barren land, have the lowest LST. It is important to note that areas with the highest summer temperature experienced the lowest monsoon temperature and therefore, the lowest temperature range compared to summer season due to increased greenness and thermal capacity, resulting in high-level cooling. A relationship between night-time surface temperature during monsoon season and population density was drawn (Fig. 5d) the figure shows a high positive co-relationship between these two because the value of logarithmic regression ($R^2$) is 0.567 (Table 2).
lower temperature. This difference found due to the built-up land and exposed rocks (geological structures) extensively located in NCT-Delhi and Rajasthan sub-region NCR. A relationship between night-time surface temperature during the autumn season and population density was drawn (Fig. 5e), the figure shows a very high positive co-relationship between these two because the value of logarithmic regression ($R^2$) is 0.717 (Table 2). The correlation was found very high as compared to all other four seasons.

\textit{Relationship Annual Mean LST and Population Density in NCR}

The annual land surface temperature was obtained using average temperature for all the seasonal period. Using statistical methods (SPSS software), the relationship between annual night-time LST and population density of tahsil wise (sub-districts-wise) data was analyzed. The study shows that the annual night-time LST ranges between 17.56°C to 24.18°C with a mean of 19.36°C. The dominance of scrublands, fallow lands, and sparse vegetation shows the lower surface temperature at night-time and this mostly located throughout the NCR sub regions except for NCT-Delhi, urban areas and southern ridge area located in Rajasthan sub-region. This is due to the low thermal capacity of features mentioned above; it cools faster than other LULC features i.e. built-up and exposed rocky surfaces. It is important to note that areas with the highest surface temperature in day time experienced the lowest surface temperature in night time. In the barren land, rocky surfaces and built-up land, there is also intense heating. The building land hot spots (highly urbanized areas) could be easily identified in the map (Fig. 4f).

The figure shows that the high surface temperature is more in the rocky ridge of Aravali hills in southern NCR with linear stretch from south to north and east directions and central part of the NCT and Urban centre in NCRs that correspond to build-up area. Such urban areas are largely due to increased economic growth and increasing development of suburban communities to provide accommodation for the rising population. High population density, which in turn contributes to higher surface or urban temperatures in that particular region. NCR sub-region wise analysis shows that the Rajasthan Sub-region’s districts and NCT-Delhi having higher LST compared to the other NCR sub-regions this is due to the rocky land, scarcity of vegetation and also more agricultural fallow land. A relationship between annual night-time surface temperature and population density was drawn (Fig. 5f), the figure shows a very high positive co-relationship between these two because the value of linear regression ($R^2$) is 0.634 (Table 2).

A function of population growth could explain the substantial amount of variance in temperature rise in cities. The growing cities demonstrated the highest warming rates and the most representative factors in population density for the urban contribution to temperature change. The study shows a clear link between population density, vegetation (NDVI), built-up area and surface temperature. Statistical analysis of night surface temperature with population density shows that population growth tends to contribute to urban surface temperature and also affect NCR’s environmental conditions.

\textbf{Discussion}

This research was done to evaluate the seasonal characteristics of land surface temperature with NDVI and population density. Previous studies of night-time land surface temperature with population density studies were performed of Delhi using ASTER datasets [38]. In addition, a number of seasonal characteristics of land surface temperature with NDVI and population density studies have been conducted using geoinformation techniques [39, 40]. In their analysis, Singh et al. [39] examined a time series of statistical data for 40 years (1967 to 2007) in Dehradun, India and developed LUCC spatial distribution trends and identified that population distribution was influenced by the degree of comfort (measured by temperature) of the residential environment. Li et al., [40] studied that in suburban areas, the association between population density and LST values. In their analysis, the high-LST regions were focused on low vegetation covered residential and industrial areas and the population density (PD) had impacts on the LST values in the residential area. Weng and Yang [19] examined the potentially negative thermal effects of urban growth in Guangzhou, China during the summer and winter seasons.

Growth in populations in marginal areas puts pressure on land resources, leading to environmental problems. Social characteristics of population distribution and population density are one of the indirect factors which play an important role for understanding and assessment of environmental change of a region. A function of population growth could explain the substantial amount of variance in vegetation cover (NDVI) in regions. The growing urban areas demonstrated the highest warming rates and the most representative factors in population density for the urban contribution to temperature change. The study shows a clear link between population density, vegetation (NDVI), built-up area and surface temperature. It is seen that with the increase in population, there is an increase in population density. In order to house this increases population, there is a need for houses and also there is additional commercial centers. All these activities lead to physical expansion of city meaning thereby altering the natural surface. Eastern and central part of NCR has higher constructed area and also high population density. The highest population density showed the lowest proportion of NDVI values. This leads to effects the environmental conditions of areas. The study shows a negative correlation between population density and
mean NDVI of district-wise over the NCR region. This means that the mean NDVI is low wherever population density is high and vice versa. This is due to physical expansion of cities meaning thereby altering the natural surface and land conversion from agricultural to built-up area is responsible for the declining NDVI. The highest negative correlation between NDVI and population density tehsil wise was observed in the winter season where $R^2 = -0.575$. This is contrary to a positive correlation found by Bai et al. [36] over Sub-Saharan Africa between NDVI and population density. In Sub-Saharan Africa, the most fertile areas, such as mountain slopes, population density is highest [37]. The mean NDVI is low wherever population density is high suggests the role urbanization could play an important role in land degradation and affect the ecosystems.

The seasonal distribution of surface temperature shows that the lowest surface temperature was recorded in winter season whereas the highest temperature was recorded in summer season. The lowest temperature during winter season could be observed in the eastern and northern parts of the study area, mainly covered by agricultural land (under the Rabi crop), sparse and dense vegetation, and rural development. Vegetation had a notable cooling effect as the normalized vegetation difference index (NDVI) increased during summer [41]. This is because of the low thermal capacity of barren land and waste land/barren soil; it cools faster than other features of LULC.

On the contrary, during summer, there is also intense heating in the over barren land, rocky surfaces and built-up land. Baresoil contributes to low vegetation cover Tian et al. [49], surface water infiltration, human intrusion and degradation causes extreme soil erosion [18], loss of water [50], resulting in exposed rock and rocky desertification [51]. Specific heat capacity and thermal inertia of surface substances were low. The LST area grew rapidly throughout the day and was higher in the surrounding area, creating an unusually high LST region. The LST of the exposed rocky areas characterized not only by the classical urban thermal influence, but also by the extreme high LST zone aggravated by the rocky area desertification [47]. In future research, LST will be used as a critical item and index to analyze and assess the degree of desertification in rocky areas. The hot spots of build-up land could easily identify in the map (Fig. 6c). The figure shows that the high surface temperature is more in the Rocky ridge of Aravali hills in southern NCR with linear stretch from south to north and east directions and central part of the NCT and Urban centre in NCRs that correspond to build-up area. These build-up areas are primarily due to increased economic activity and rapid development of residential societies to provide houses to the growing population. Increased population density, which in turn contributes to higher surface or city temperatures in that particular area.

Statistical analysis of night-time LST with population density demonstrates that population growth tends to contribute to urban LST and also affect the environmental conditions of NCR. An increasing amount of population concentration (growth pressure) in NCR is maximum; as a result temperature is increasing automatically. The substantial amount of the variance of temperature at city level has been explained by a function of population density. The highest population density cities showed the highest warming rates. The strong positive co-relationship established between night-time surface temperature and population density. The increase in population density leads to the increase in surface temperature directly. Because population is linked to number of house units, with the increase in population density, more houses are needed and this leads to high built-up density. In order to build house units to support this increases population, there is a need for more house units and also there is additional community centres. All these activities lead to physical expansion of city meaning thereby increase in built-up/impervious areas consequently surface temperature of that area is grownup. The results of the study found

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data</th>
<th>Study area</th>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Landsat-TM, Landsat-ETM+, Landsat-8</td>
<td>Delhi, India</td>
<td>[8, 22-25]</td>
<td>Vegetation had a notable cooling effect as the normalized vegetation difference index (NDVI) increased. LST-NDVI showed a negative correlation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Landsat-TM &amp; Landsat-ETM+</td>
<td>South Karkheh, Iran</td>
<td>[42]</td>
<td>Negative correlation between LST-NDVI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Landsat-TM</td>
<td>Shiraz City, Iran</td>
<td>[43]</td>
<td>The negative correlation between vegetation and LST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Landsat-TM</td>
<td>Guilin, China</td>
<td>[44]</td>
<td>Negative correlation between LST-NDVI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Landsat-8</td>
<td>Guizhou, China</td>
<td>[45]</td>
<td>“LST and NDVI scatter plots showed an obtuse-angled triangle distribution”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASTER</td>
<td>Abha, Saudi Arabia</td>
<td>[46, 47]</td>
<td>LST-NDVI showed a negative correlation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MODIS</td>
<td>Jeddah, Saudi Arabia</td>
<td>[48]</td>
<td>Seasonal Day-Night LST analysis, Strongest correlation found during autumn season</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
that the relationship between urban built-up areas and LST was positive, consistent with Rotjanakusol and Laosuwan [52] findings.

As the most crucial factors for the urban contribution to climate change [53], the increasing cities reported the highest warming levels and square root of population size. Oke [28], used the empirical method to represent the relationship between urban and rural temperatures as population concentration. Separating many contributors to the problem isn’t easy. However, the population density of major cities [54] is one of the most notable and very strong correlations with the UHI phenomenon or urban surface temperature.

When cities continue to grow and climate warms, urban thermal stress risks increase [6, 55]. Crowdedness caused by urbanization in NCR is likely to come in the future. This situation will have negative consequences in the area due to the associated problems, the environmental condition of urban areas, crowdedness such as crime and easy disease spread. It is therefore suggested that people should be encouraged to construct their building areas towards the outskirts by providing incentives and attractive forces available in these areas in the city centre. It was noted that urban unplanned construction, along with unauthorized colonies, resulted in high surface temperatures. The free circulation of airspace thus helps to understand the spatial pattern of the diverse thermal environment phenomenon by separating, planning and open space. Remote sensing imaging can effectively evaluate the thermal behavior of each LU/LC class and the thermal effect of the spatial pattern of the LU/LC classes to derive geospatial information, thereby, helping to plan and design urban climate.

In order to improve the survival rate and proper plant growth, it is also necessary to identify pollutant-tolerant tree species in polluted hotspots in urban areas of NCR. The results of this study can be used as a reference for urban planners to eco-friendly urban planning. The government encourages the planting of small trees instead of large-scale varieties because of management difficulties and for safety reasons. In contrast, many planners and researchers have focused on urban vegetation, such as roadside trees, urban parks and urban forests, as an effective method of controlling urban temperatures and air quality, as urban thermal environments have become one of the environmental challenges. Coutts et al. [56] and Zhou et al. [57] stated that the location of trees, the characteristics of the urban canyon and whether single or multiple trees are planted affect their cooling potential. The pragmatic solution to environmental change is to take a wide range of measures to control emission levels, effect and encourage scientific, technological and socio-economic research. From remote sensing images it was observed that trees that are systematically planted along the water bodies channel, road and green public parks have low temperatures. It therefore emphasized the relevance of trees in reducing thermal and recreational areas in the urban area. As concerns the Yamuna River, it is evident that high population density is one of the key contributing factors for NCR’s high surface temperature, UHI intensity and also micro-climate. To evaluate and resolve the micro-climate problem and to reduce the effect of UHI on the urban population, the results of these studies may be useful.

Conclusions

This research is of utmost importance because it relies on understanding the temporal relationship between LU/LC land surface temperature dynamics and vegetation cover (NDVI) over the five seasons in the NCR. Vegetation cover and population density and its variability characteristics in NCR has major effects on thermal environments, mainly on LST, and quantitative analyzes were investigated to demonstrate the relationship between NDVI, population density and LST in urban areas. Satellite images from MODIS and LANDSAT 8 were used to obtain maps of land coverage classification, NDVI and LST to determine the impact of those parameters on LST variability. The results inferred that the temporal and spatial pattern of LST distribution in the NCR is significantly diverse.

Several conclusions can be drawn from this study.
1. The coldest month shows lower LST over all types of land use/land cover, but the highest temperature is accounted for the summer month. For scrubland/fallow land areas and agricultural land, the difference between the maximum and minimum temperature is the highest for all seasons, mainly corresponding to NCR Cities’ peripheral areas.
2. This means where NDVI is high, the land surface temperature is low and vice versa. The high LST-NDVI negative correlation was observed in the monsoon season where $R^2 = (-0.5503)$.
3. Statistical analysis of nighttime LST with population density shows that population growth tends to lead to urban LST rise or UHI strength, as well as effects NCR micro-climate.
4. There are very few meteorological stations to record the surface temperature in earlier periods, and they may not be the true representation for the entire region. In these cases, LST derived from thermal satellite data is useful for studying the variation of LST over the whole wide region such as NCR, an important parameter for urban micro-climate.
5. This analysis clearly demonstrates LST spatial variability over entire NCR. By superimposing the population density over the surface temperature, it is evident that high population density is one of the key contributing factors for NCR’s high surface temperature, UHI intensity and also micro-climate. To evaluate and resolve the micro-climate problem and to reduce the effect of UHI on the urban population, the results of these studies may be useful.
The study findings provide data supporting NCR’s urban planning and environmental research. However, the remote sensing image is easily limited by the cloud cover effect, which adversely affects DN values, and the satellite’s limited revisiting cycle for the pixel site. Thus, future research will concentrate on integrating the long-term data sets to analyze the effects of land surface temperature mechanics for land use/land cover, vegetation cover (NDVI) population density in the National Capital Region (NCR), India and also to analyze the thermal environment of different NCR Indian cities and comparing their urban thermal behaviour. It is also recommended that future research will carry out to examine the advanced capability of the thermal remote sensing over vegetated cover areas in relation to the other urban landscape. In this, it is also suggested that advanced urban landscape research should be carried out to evaluate the capacity to utilize the thermal remote sensing over vegetated areas including estimation of surface temperature and its effect on the environment.
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